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The heat transfer to boiling liquids has been a subject 
of many investigators in the past. Their apparatus and 
procedure did not show any uniformity and in rúany cases the 
investigators dealt with ideal boiling conditions. Their 
results failed to take into consideration the effect on 
evaporator design of actual conditions SUch as oil, dirt, 
roughness of walls. Because of these influences a satis- 
factory theory cannot be developed. Therefore heat transfer 
coefficients must be determined experimentally for each 
liquid. 

Notwithstanding the wide use of ammonia as a refriger- 
ant, data concerning the heat transfer to boiling ammonia 
have been far from complete and satisfactory. Former 
investigations failed because of the failure to measure 
surface temperatures accurately and to overlook the work 
done by previous investigators for other liquids. 

The experimental outfit approached practical operating 
conditions to a wide extent. Specific operating parameters 
investigated were heat transfer coefficient, mean tempera- 
turc difference between metal surface and. ammonia, tempera- 
turc and pressure of the ammonia. 

Tests were run on an inc].ined tube vaorator, with an 
angle of twenty degrees. Water was used as a heat exchanging 
medin and flowed in a jacket outside the pipe parallel flow 
to the amLonia. 

Results were obtained at vapor pressures between 45 and 
65 pounds per square inch gage. The tempe-rature difference 
varied from 2 to 6 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The heap transfer coefficient varied from 250 to 900 Btu 
per hr-0E-ft'; the heat flux ranged between 2000 and 10000 
Btu per hr. 



Abstract #2--Hoistege--June 235O 

Calculatea heat transfer coefficients from test data were expressed in an equation: 

h = at1 100.014t 

t being the ammonia texnerature in degrees Fahrenheit. In the investigated range it was found: 

a - 13.2 
b = 2.0 

b depends upon the presence of oil and dirt in the evaorator. Its inaxjniun value is: 
b = 2.5 

a depends upon the apparatus, the velocity of the liquid and the physical properties of the liquid. 
The equation was found to be in correlation with results of experiments with other liquids. The experimental results therefore can be applied in actual evaporator design provided the factors a and b are correlated to the specific operatinìg conditions. 
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HEAT TEANSFEF. COEFFICIENT OF BOILING AMMONIA 

IN AN INCLINED TUBE 

INTRO DUC TI ON 

The heat transfer to boiling liquids is in no way com- 

parable to the heat transfer of non-boiling liquids. I,aws 

governing the heat transmission to fluids lose their value 

completely as soon as boiiin occurs, due to the irregular 

and arbitrary appearance of vapor bubbles in the liquid. 

This phenomenon can therefore only satisfactorily be inves- 

tigated with extended experiments. 

The knowledge of heat transfer coefficients in eva- 

porator design is neces.ary. specially in rfrigeration 

evaporator plays an importnt role. Some experimental 

results are published regarding Freon-12, the most ;opu].r 

refrigerant. However, heat transfer data of ammonia are 

scarce, althoagh aimonia has an extended use in refrigera- 

t ion. 

This experiment is a part of an attei)t to amplifj our 

mowl erige of he:.t transfer phenomena in am'oni evaorators 

of various types. 

Peavy (l6) has determined film coefficients to boiling 

ammonia in a horizontal tube. The same apparatus is used 

to inve.tigate heat transfer in an inclined tube. 

*Numbers in parentheses refer to bibliography 
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I-II ST OR ICAL S tJRVLY 

In the past the henonienon of boiling has fascinated 
many scientists because of its complicated character and 

the difficulties encorìtered in analyzing the various 

physical conditions effecting evaporation. Uniformity does 

not seem to exist in the methods foflowed by aU investi- 
gators, iìsicists and engineers. The obtained dato dues 

not lend itself to n striet23r theoretical analysis because 

of the ri3any uncontrollable degrees of freedoi, such as 

physical and therniodynarnic roprtìes of liquids, dimensions, 

nature of heat flux, bubble forming, surface conditions, 

air colitet, etc. 
Tire first iiíportant aer on boiling of liquids appeared 

as esrly as IPOP from Claassen', in which he points out some 

important tendencies. Ee states that the vaor bubbles 

clinging to the metal surface should tend to reduce the iïeat 

transfer coefficient and the fraction of surface covered by 

the liquid should increase with on increase in the velocity 

of the liquid flowing over the surface . 11e also finds that 

the heat transmission increases with the rapidity with which 

the bubbles break away from the surface. 

Those seculations of Claassen in Pis early aer have 

been verified by Jakob and Fritz"" in a.n excellent 

,Claassen: Mitteilungen .torschungsarbeiten 4;49:282, 1902 
""Jakob and ritz: Forschung auf dei Gebiete des Ingenieurs- 

wesens 2;434:282, 131 
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contribution to the nechanisrn of evaortjon. of ratcr on a 

flat horizontal metal surface. ìany other ret scientists 

have contributed to the heat transfer of boiling aiquids; 

their results hoi-ever are as yet worthless for practical 

aplications. 

Physicists investigated the effect of surfce tensi?n 

and viscosity on boiling and tried to find Jaws governing 

the formation of vapor bubbles, their grwth, voJume and 

individual heat transfer coefficients. 

The engineer on the other hand is only interested in 

over-all heat transfer coefficients necessary for evaporator 

design in extraction, rectification and refrigeration 

1roesses. Even if the exact figures are available aboL.t 

the mechanism of boiling of some liquid, these figures can- 

not be applied because of the sometimes deleterious effect 

of many orsctical con'ìitions, as for example; scale and 

dirt, oil and air, roughness of walls. 

McAdams (13) points out that scale may reduce over-all 

coefficients to ten per cent of their original value. 

Moreover seri ous difficulties are ene ount cred. in measuring 

individual coefficier.. ts from metal to boiling liauids be- 

cause the temperature drop from surface to boiling liquids 

is frequently small due to high coefficients of the boiling 

liquid and gives rise to inaccuracy in rcsu]ts. 



Descritive theory of boiling 

Boiling is attended with a change of phase from lionid 

to vajor. These two phss exist separately, therefore 

evaporation is to a great extent a surface phenomenon. 

The surfaces surrounding the vapor bubbles have a nucleate 

concave form, but the liquid offers resistance to the for- 

mation of concave surfaces, therefore eva :oration reçuires 

energy to overcome this surface barricade. 

It will be clear that evaoration is greatly affected 

by surface conditions and the surface tension must be con- 

sidered. I concave fluid surface is not at the saturation 

pressure but has a lower ressure depending upon surface 

tension and radius of curvature. Therefore an already 

formed bubble will only enlarge if the fluid near that 

bubble is superheatecì. The rate of suerheat depends upon 

the presence of snail curved surfaces which wifl benefit 

the forming of vaor bubbles (1, 358). These curved sur- 

faces can be small gers, air holes, rust, etc., or the 

rough surfaces of the walls. 

Bosnjakovi (1, 353) ca].cujated temperature differences 

and individual heat transmission coefficients from liquid 

to bubbles from the theory of capillarit and surfnce ten- 

sion and found values of these individua.l coefficients as 
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high as 6000 Btu/hr-°F-ft for water. 

His final equation is: 

ht = .3600 r w () 
y" dh 

h' is the individual heat transfer coefficient in 

Btu/hr-°F-ft2, 

r is the heat of evaporation, Btu/Ib, 

y" is the specific volume of the vapor, ft3/lb, 

T is the texn:erature difference between vapor and 

surrounding liquid, 0F, 

dh is the increase of distance perpendiculsr to the 

wall, 

dq is the increase in size of the bubble (a7, 1.4]. and 

7, 390), 

w is the vapor velocity in ft/sec. 

however, this foruiula has not much practicil value as 

long as nothing is known about the increase of bubble size 

as a function of. the distance from the wall. 1oreover this 

becomes complicated if forced convection occurs which is 

normail the case in evaDorators (lo, 271). 

Besides the heat transfer from liquid to v:cr, beet 

transfer occurs from wall to liquid, the het transfer 

directly from surface to vaor may be neglected (9, 657). 

i3osnjakovic: Forschung auf dem Qebiete des Ingenieurs- 
wesens ].;308, l31 



Vapor bubbles do not spontaneously originate at all ooints 

i_n th liquid but at favorable spots where terature and 

nati.rc of curved surIaces are satisfactory. Hence vaor 

bubbaes are usuaLly formed at the metal surface. This means 

that, since practicaUy no heEt transfers from wall to vapor, 

a part cf the total surface is not avaiab1e for heat trans- 

fer to th Iiqu, this part deendin upon the rate of 

bubbae formation and the time of bubble growth. This time 

is universally proportionaJ to the ease with which the li- 
quid wets the heating surface, in other words, time of 

bubble growth is in some way prc:rtioraJ to surface ten- 

sion and viscosity. The insulated part of the waJ. surface 

therefore tends to increase with higher surface tension and 

hence the heat transfer will be unfavorably affected by a 

high surface tension. 

The rate of bubble formation depends upon the rough- 

nass of the wall surface and the temperature difference 

between wal and. liquid. At greater temperture diffei-erLee 

more ïaor bubbles will originate which leads to a raid 
increase of fluid velocity and which benefits forced cori- 

vection. wherefore rapid increase of heat transfer with 

mci-ease in temperature difference between meta.l and li- 
quid may be expected. 

Jakob and Linke (lo, 268) have attempted to express 

these effects in a dimensionless e:uation. They assume 

that the dimensionless heat flow usselt number is a 



function of the ratio of the insulated part of some cross 

sectional area fIfH and the tota]. cross sectional area "F" 

and the ratio of the volume of the bubbles after leaving the 

s.rface V to the maxinium volume of the buhb]es V , or: 
o u 

Nu = ; (2) 
k 

h is the heat transfer coefficient an k the corduc- 

tivity. 

If n is the number of spots from iTiCh bubbles originate, 

f wifl be equal to: 

f= 
4 

is the maximum diameter cf the bubble. 

Assuming that the bubbles may be considered as spheres, 

the volume V0 will equal: 

V0 d3 -w and V ff 
6 6 

or f Vo - 3 d lT/o 
FV 2 dufll F 

if ni i the number of v.or bubbles originating from 

each spot in tne unit of time. 

The total volume of the vat or per unit of area per unit 

of time Til] be: 

n1d3 cv» 
F 

ç is the heat flix in Btu/hr-ft , 

r is the heat of evaporation in Btu/ib, 

V" IS the specific volume of the saturated vaor in 



r.i 
Li 

ft3/lb. 
If we choose for the dimension of length in the number of 

ìfusselt d, equation (2) yields: 
Nu h d11 u V i 

) () k l duin 

The product in has the dimension of a velocity and may 

be considered as being the velocity at which the bubbes 

depart from the wail. 

The determination of the maximum volume of vaor 
bubbles is treated by W. Fritz (6, 379). rom the theory 

of capilaarity he derives that the ratio Vinax/a3 is a fune- 

tion of the angle theta between bubble and surface. For a 

sphere on a wail this eont .. et angle theta equals zero, but 

it rins up to values of 160 degrees deending upon surface 

tension and density. ätt is a physical constait known as 

tac constant of Laplace and nas tac dimension of length. 
Tian is defined by: 

' 

V G' - Q" 

s is the surface tension in Th/ft, 
G' is the specific gravit; of the liquid in lb/ft3, 
G" is the specific gravity of the vapor in lb/ft3. 

G" i-nay be neglected with respect to G ' so 
\3 
V 1max =() (4) \/25 t 

VG' 

The ftitction cp(c is evaluated by Fritz arAd proves to 
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be directly proportional to theta up to 70 degrees. Bssh- 

forth and Adams' have investigated the value of the contact 

angle for different liquids. kor water 50°. For each 

liquid V can be deteruined arid from V the correspond- 
max 

ing diaeter can be found, provideo. the bubbles approach txie 

shape of s sphere. rorn equation (4) it follows: 

V () 
( 

Lience dmax 

1 (5) 

/ç 
c for a cert:.in i±aid is a constant, because p(e'is 

a Cc)nstant. 

Tiie constant factor in ecuation (5) is very close to one 

hence we may write: 

max y 
Tnerefore equation (3) yields: 

Nuh\/ = w (Vll) 
kVG' rw 

Jakob and Lince have evaluated the function j.i and f oun'ì the 

relationship: 

Nu g (c; v")0'8 
rw 

(E) 

g is a constant, dependent upon the boiling conditions. The 

heat f:i.x Q has a definite relationshi to the heat-trans- 

mission coefficient h, which can be expressed by: 

__________ ç = h t 

*F. ashforth and J. Adams: Capillary Action: Cambridge 
l3D3 
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¿, t is the ìe;in tenierature difference between metal surface 

and 11(;uid. Using this relationship e'uation (6) yields 

finally: 

= g (h tVrT)O.S 
K G' rw 

or h - c k5 (G')' 
( _ t V 

) 
(7) 

S 

This equation shows a definite relationship between the 

heat transfer coefficient and the temperature diffrence. 

The power four has never been achieved in published results, 

but mostly lies around .5 (14, 37e; 4, 471; 3, 359; 18, 

156). 

The factor y", the specific volume of vaTor, does not 

check with obtained resu]ts. Pressure increase is attended 

with an increase in heat transfer (12, 120), but pressure 

increase reduces the specific volume of the saturated vaor. 

The ffect of surfece tension on heFt transfer is im- 

ort&rt. Jakob (9, 654) found that adding 0.5 .iercent 

Nelcal, a tra4e nate for an organic liquid, which reduces 

the surface tension considerably to w:ter, caused an in- 

crease of the heat transfer coefficient by as rauch as 23 

per cent. In general the decrease of surface tension tends 

to shift the corve showing the heat transfer coefficient as 

a funcLion of the mean temperature difference between metal 

surface rd liquid, to the left (15, 2767). 



The boiling curve 

The rapid. incres of heit trnsfr with augmenting 

temperature difference will undoubtedly raise the cuestion 

as to whether this increase is 1imite. In most r.etical 
eva;orators tenperature cifferences re restricted, but 

investigators have triei to extend the curve to much higher 

vaJ.ies of' this tenrerature difference. Large difficìJties 
were encountered in exceeding tern :erature ciifferences. of 

50L; degrees and rnore. The first successful attet t'as made 

by N:u.dyama* who found a maximum boiling rate rfter rhich 

the he.t transmission dropped to much lower values (4, 452). 

The most successful investigation of the boilin, curve 

in the ¡JEA is lately published by Farber and Scorah (5). 

They found a r&th'.r )ronounced maximum in th' boiling cirve 

and they investigated the effect of various conditions on 

this maximum, Their most irnortant conclsion is that the 

maximum is reched at s :. aller t' ií iperature differences if 
higher pressures are used; moreover the IIiELXITnUm transfer 

coefficient liiewise increases at higher pressures. 

he explanation of this rather IJronounce drop of heat 

transfer exceeding the maximum bcilir. rate is the transi- 

tion of the bubble forming eva:oration to a different form 

of boiliig, called film boi]ing: metal and liquid are 

5 ukiyama: Journal Soc. Mech. Eng. Japan 3: 2f7-374, 
Jurie, 1934 
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separated by a film of vapor of varjing thickness ïhich sets 

as an inEulating b1ar::et. Figure 1 indicates the various 

phases of the process (5, 374). 

I. Surface ten:erature 1oer than saturation temperature 

In this case no boiling occurs and the heat transfer 

coefficient is governed by the various forms of the Dittus- 

Boelter equation: 

0.8 0.4 
Nu a Re Pr (e) 

a varies slightly betweeL O.O25 and 0.0278. 

Nu is the diirensionless number of Nusselt, defined by: 

Nu = h d 
k 

h heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-°F-ft 

d = some dimension of length, mostly tba dieter, ft 

k heat conductivity of the fluid, Btu-ft/hr-°F-ft 

Re is the ntnber of Reynolds, defined by: 

.Ee D V 

D diameter, ft. 

V = velocity of fluid, ft/sec 

r = 
density of fluid, lbs/ft6 

-= 
absoJute viscosity f fluid, lbs/ft-sec 

Pr is the number of Prsndtl, defined by: 

Prc V 
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c sjecific het of fluid, Btu/lb-°F 

kineiriatic viscosity, ft2/sec; 

a thernia]. diffusivity, ft2/sec 
In generai it is found tbt the coefficient b in the 

rei i.tionship 

ha tb (i-) 

varies from 0.25 to 0.5 fornoi:-boiiing iiçuiis. 

II. Surface ternerature higher thn saturtjon te. ;rature 

1. Teinporatur 'iffero:ce j: O.]. to 3 degres Fahrenheit. 

In this case thE. boiLng phase is indicted as inter- 
facial boiling or surface boiling. The factor "b" in equa- 

tion (9) has va1es ranging between 0.5 and . .5, de.iending 

upon the degree of su:erheat arid r&cticai conditions. . This 

range is investigated by Mcidanis c.a. (ii). Re found that 

at s pronounced Loint,the so called transition point, 

boi1in connnences, the nature of witch as not redictab1e 

but principally effected by the presence of sm.Ji corcave 

surftces. 
2. Temperature difference between d 10 degrees Fahren- 

hei t 
Boiling is marked as nucleate boiling. The coefficient 

"b" ranges between 1.5 and 2.5. Tucieate boiling bubb]es 

condense in the superheated liquid. 

3. Terperhture difference between 10 degrees and the iiaxi- 

muni boiling rate, varying between 10 and. 60 degrees 
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Fahrenheit. The boiling curve is practiclly a straight 

line with a coefficient !Tb of 2.4 to 2.5. Nucle,te 

boiling buhblei Eaintain their existence. 
4. Above the mnaxinrnm boiling rate 

The coefficient "b" becomes negative; film boiling 

occurs: an unstable nucleate film. 

5. Up to te1i:Arature ifferences of 1000 c1egres Fahren- 

heit the coefficient "b" airoaches one: stable film 

boiling. 

6. it still higher temperature differeices radiation comes 

into jlay d causes "b" to increase. 

In practical evaorators boiling conditions are charac- 

terized by interf.acial and nucleate boilirg. The maximuni 

boiling rate is nevTr exceeded because of other fctors. 

In ara:onia eva;oratior a great temperature difference re- 
quireS a small evForation ressure which is not '3 esirable; 

moreover the heat transfer coefficient itself rises with 

ircresing pressure. 
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OBJECT 

The purpose of the experiments was to etrmine heat 

transfer coefficients from metal surfaces to boiling am- 

monja in ts capacitr as a refrigerant. To pproach trac- 

ticaj. conditions and to avoid resuJts which are only true 

in simiiar anì ideal situations, the tested eva'orator was 

located in the cycle of an ai1ronia refrigeration sjstem. 

vater was used as heat transmitter so that temperatures 

be'ow 32 degrees Fahrenheit couid not be reached. 

variables chosen were, the ;ressure and the meen tam- 

perature difference, the latter by varying the vater rate. 
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APPARAT US 

Test apparatus was formed by a double tube evaporator, 

heavily insulated with three cuarter inch kimsul insuJation, 

refrigerant flowing in the inner tube and water in the an- 

nular space. The two double evaporator tubes were c1eced 

at an angle of twenty degrees and a separate water circuit 

was run trough jackets at the ends to avoid heat transfer 

iue to end effects. 

The ammonia cycle wa equipped with an accumulator or 

searator with float valve to avoid vapor flowing into the 

evaorator. Sight glasses were installed at both ends of 

the test tube. The desired evaporator pressure was obte med 

by an edjustable back pressure valve between the test eva- 

porator and the auxiliary evaporator. 

Figure 2 (16, p. ) is a diagramniatic arrangement of 

the test ap:arstus. The ammonia compressor was a York 

reciprocating vertic1 single stage two-cylinder 5 by 5 

compressor. The oil separator and an oil fi1tr between 

receiver and float chamber were riot sufficient to 1eep the 

test tube free enough fron:. oil, therefore an oil draining 

valve as placed between float chamber and test tube at its 
lowest point. 

The heat flur was supplied by city watei. To obtain 

a range in temperature differences, the water, coming from 

the condenser, could be carried through the other tube 
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C - COLD JUNCTION 
D 

- SIGHT GLASS 
E 

- FLOAT CHAMBER - LOW SIDE FLOAT 
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H - EXPERIMENTAL EVAPORATOR 
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N - CONDENSER 
R - END EFFECT JACKETS - RECEIVER 
@ THERMOMETER 
® PRESSURE GAGE 

---WATER 
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Figure 2. DIagrammatic arrangement of test apparatus. J 
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( ,J, j figure 2) of tue test evaporator or could be sup- 

:1iod directly. 
Surface temperatures Tere taken by means of No. 26 

chroel-alu.rnel thermocouples. The hot junctions siiver- 
so.dered into the upstream end of slot il1ed in thí pipe. 

The trailing wires were varnished with insuleting varnish. 

Four thermocouples were instsi]ed on the top surface and 

four on the bottom surface of the pipe. 

Liquid temperatures were obtained by two t hrrnocoupl es 

at the ends of the test tube, as is indicated in figure 3 

(16, p. 12), showing one end of the experimental tube. 

The cold junctions were asser:bler3. in a box which could be 

filled with crushed ice. To read the voltage, multiple 

selector switch arid a Leeds and Tortbrup portable precision 

potentiometer number 8662 were used. The potentiometer was 

able to register 0.001 millivolt. Potentiometer, selector 

switch and cold junction box are shown in figure 4. 

Water temratures were measurable with mercury thermo- 

meters, calibrated and used with sight giasses to read to 

one tenth of a degree. 



AMMONIA 

DETAIL SECTION 

EXPERIMENTAL AMMONIA EVAPORATOR 

FULL SCALE 

AMMONIA THERMOCOUPLE 

SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES 
VARNISHED INTO 0.030" SLOT 

WATER IN 

END EFFECTS 

WATER OUT 

WATER IN 



Figure ¿. Photograph showing Leeds and Northrup 
Potentiometer, selector switch and 
cold junction. 
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In order to obtain reliable surface ternperature. from 

potentiometer re.dings, all of the thcrrnocoupies vere c.1i- 

brate in space b,r running water through the jackets with- 

out circu1.ting ammonia. Equi1ibriui ccn'îitions were 

attained after aroxt;ateiy two hours. 

Various cibration temper&tures were obtained by 

1. usine, city water with a temperature of 52 degrees F6h- 

renheit. 

2. using the water discharge fron] the condenser nd by 

leading the ammonia directly to the auxiliary evapo- 

rator, in this w;y excluding the test evaporator. 

3. using the water discharge from the auxilisry evaaorator. 

Stationary conditions of the experimental runs were 

reached in two hours. Fourten runs were taken at different 

pressures and water rates. The pressure was kept constant 

for three runs by adjusting the valve between receiver and 

float chamber, the rate of flow was kept constant by adjust- 

ing the back pressure valve, tifl the mronia level nain- 

tamed halfway in the sight glass between float chamber and 

test tube. 

Three readings were tacen for e&ch run; the average 

readings were used to c:lculate the heat transfer coeffi- 

cients of the ammonis at the temperatures of the top pipe 

surfce and at the average temperatures between top and bot- 

tom. 



EVLupTIOr OF DATA 

Obtained date of thermocouple voltages must be care- 

fully transformed into temperatures. In or'ier to attain 

satisfactory accuracy in this tr2nsforrntion it is neces- 

sary to determine the calibration curve for each thrmo- 

cou»e. Figure 5 shows the scatter of c'1ibration curves, 

caused by the disparity in length of the vcrious wires. 

In figure 6 the temperature distribution along the out- 

side surface a a function of the tube length exhibits a 

rapid drop to the ammonia temj»:'rsture in the first prt of 

the tube. This indicates that the individual heat transfer 

in that part will be gre:ter than in the second and third. 

part. However, an exact analysis cf the h t transfer dis- 

tribution along the tube require . s the knowledge of the tern- 

'erature distribution of the cooling water along the tube. 

The aumption of a. straight line distribution of the water 

drop is intoiersble and leads to strange results. Therefore 

individual coefficients are cJcalated for the whoie tube, 

taking the te:nuerature distribution which forms an average 

between top and bottom temperatures. 

It ruust be stressed that the beat transfer coefficients 

are calculated fcr the inside surface of the tube. In order 

to obtain the inside surface temperatures, these temperatures 
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ii,'-,ure L. Distribution of surface temperature 
alon test tube. 



are cornuted from the relationship: 

q = K (t0 - t1) ?.1t1 in (ic) 

r1 

o heat f iu in Et u/hr 

k = thrnJ con4uctivity of the Rtu-ft/hr-°F_ft 

t0 outside surface tenperature, F 

t inside surface temperature, F 

i ienth of tube, ft 

r0 outside radius of the tube 

r inside radius of the tube 

The heat transfer coefficient then can be computed from 

the relationship: 

q A ht (ii) 

A = tota] inside area of the tube, ft 

h = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-°F-ft 

L t J,oarithmic rnear± temperature difference between 

surface and. liquid, defined by: 

t = t2 - ti 

t - t (ir) 
in ta-t 

t,, surface temoerature at the warm end of the tube 

ti = surface temperature at the co]d end of the tube 

t = fluid temperature, which proved to be a constant 

over the length of the tube. 

An example of the evaivatior! is worked out in appendix II. 
In figure 7 the obtained heat transfer coefficients are 

plotted as a function of the !:ean temarature difference for 
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various pressures. The 1owe curves are eva1uate froi the 

teeratures at the top of the surface. 

In figure 8 the heat fi is plotted as a function of 

the men ternerature difference nd in figurr' 9 the average 

hett transfer coefficient is plotted against heat flux. 

EVALUATION OF EQUATIONS 

The curves in figure 7 cari be exressed in an equation 

of the form: 

h atb (c) 

For the average transfor coefficients of figure 7 it 

is foind: 

(9a) a = 55.4 b .l t a pressure of 75 psia. and a 

temperature of 41 degrees 

(9b) 
a 43.5 b at a pressure of 6 psia and a 

temperature of 35 degrees 

(9C) 
a 39.3 b 1.95 at a 2ressure of fQ psia and a 

temperature of 31 degrees 

Bence the effect of the pressure and temperature on 

heat transfer may not be neglected, Ja.ob (is, 27) pro- 

posed the relationship between the heat transfer coeffi- 

oient and the pressure: 

0.4 
. = (_J2.) (13) 
h5 P5 

in which PS and h5 refer to sorne standard pressure and its 

corresponding heat transfer. King (i, 349) expresses the 
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effect of temperature in the equation: 

log - L1(t - t5) (aq) 
h5 

in which he evaluated in: he foind that tT was ractic ly 

a constant for various liquids and the value 0.014. In 

the equations (9a) and 
(9C) 

it is found that for A t 1, 

0.015, which is very close to King's constant. 

Therefore the heL-.t traìsfer coefficient may be eres sed 

in the equation: 

h aAt° io0.014 

a proves to be equal to 13.2, so the final equation be- 

comes: 

h ].3e2At2 100.014 
t 

(15) 

t f1ui ternerature, degrees Fahrenheit 

h individual hebt trsnsfar coefficient, Btu/hr-°F-ft 

The boiling temperature has an ernpiricel relationship 

to the pressure. The coefficient 0.4 in ecurtion (13) does 

not verify the obtained results. It is however found that 

the coefficient equals one which would men that the heat 

transfer coefficient is directly proportional to the abso- 

lute pressure. T1is may be correct for a smaJ area, but mey 

decidedly not be extrapolated. 

The top surface of the tube has lower hect transfer 

coefficients than the bottom surface. This indicates that 

the bottom surf;ce was clean and free from oil and dirt, 

at least not less free. 
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Cornparisai with revious results 

The derived eouations are on1r correct within the in- 
vestigated range, and the used laboratory apparatus. In 

general however they are a confirmation of aJ.l work of re- 
vi.ous investigators for various liquids and conditions. 
Cryder (2, 1384; 3, 356) found in the equation: 

log ha/b logt /ht 
h varying bet%en 0.012 and. 0.017 and b betwe.n 2.4 

and 2.5 for various lçuids. 
a varied from 60.8 (water) to 0.505 (n-butanol). 

onti1lon (az, 120) used an experimenti inclined tube 

eva:orator and f ourd for water: 

h = at2'5 
a increased with the temerature from 0.632 at 160 degrees 

to 1.564 at 216 degrees, which values check with the equa- 

tion (15). he latter points out the effect of surface 

tension a siaalaer surface tension shifts the boiling curve 

to the left. 
Witzig c.c.. (ia, 155) found for Freon-12 at 68 degres 
Fahrenheit in an exieriinental horizontal tube: 

q/A 6.0 to 14.3 A t18 to ..49 

between 4.8 and. 21.7 dcgrees Fahrenheit 

q = heat flux in Etu/hr 

A = area of surface in ft 
lie also investigated the effect of oil and found at one 
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percent oil content: 
q/A = l0t2 beten 10.5 and 21.2°F. 

In general the value of fctor "b" in equation (2) will be 

affected by the particular condition of the evaporator, 

especially with regard to oil and dirt, air holc., ro;:gh_ 

ness of walls. For a clean rough tube "b" is 2.5. It de- 

creases at very simiJl temperature differences to 0.?5, the 

coefficient for ron-boiling. The maximum value of "b" is 

reduced by oil and scale. 

The factor "a" is equation (9) largely depends upon the 

liquid, the dimensions and the evaporator. Very likely "a" 

will possess a relationship to surfce tension, f1ui velo- 

city, and rate of evaporation. Geshill (8, 129) found heat 

transmission coefficients for boiling amnonia in an inclined 

tube varying between 650 and 10,000 Btu/hr-°F-ft. lie con- 

dudes that the velocitr at which the ammonia moves over 

the metal st.trfces, influences thc coefficier:.t of bat trans- 

mission. He does not indicate however in what wy, but 

Nontillon (12, 124) found that the he;t transfer coefficient 

is rjroortional to tile velocity to the power 0.8. This in- 

dicates that the number of Reynolds will be valuable in the 

heat transfer of boiling liquids. No relationship between 

heynolds and the ieat transf.r bs been established yet. 

.iiinden (12, 124) fourd the relationship: 

Pr I'Tu = 4.15 Fe0'8 

for a long tube vertical evaporator, ising water, but this 
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relationship is 
not 

coiffirrned 
by other investigntors. 
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CONCLUS I ONS 

1. Reliable rasults are only obtainable if verr accurate 
temperature measurements are carried out because of 

the srnJl temperature difference betwe -n metal surface 

and liquid at the low temperature end of the tube. 
2. The amr.onia heat transfer coefficient increases with 

the mean temjerature diffrence. 
3. The ammonia heat transfer coefficient increases with 

the temperature of the fluid. 
4. The ainrcnia heat transfer coefficient is higher for the 

increased rate of heat transfer, the relationship being: 

h = e 

For the investigated range c is found to be 

C 2.18 

5. The ammonia heat transfer coefficient varies directly 
as the oressure of the fluid, this variation being pro- 

portional for the investigated range: 45 to 65 psig. 
. The ammonia heat transfer coefficient can be expresaed 

as a function of temperature of fluid and tenerature 
difference between fluid and metal surface: 

h aAtb 100.014t 

For the investigated range: a = 13.2 

b = 2.0 

between .t 2.5 and t 6 

7. The factor "a" depends upon the ap;aratus and the velo- 

city of the liquid: with increasing velocity "a" 
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increases. 

8. 011 and scae reduces the heat transfer, which can be 

expresses in a reuction of the factor Tlbfl, 

9. Individuai heat transfer coefficients ranged between 

300 and 900 .tu/hr-°F-ft2 at a temperature difference 

betwen 2.5 and 6 degrees Fahrenheit. 

10. The Lebt transfer at the bottom of a cross section of 

the tube was found to be higher than at the to3, which 

can be explained by better surface contact between 

liquid. and wala at the bottom than at the tor. Vapor 

has a tendency to gather at the highest piace available. 

li. The heat transfer iii incilned tubea is better than in 

horita1 tubes; this is due to better circulation and 

convection conditions in n incJ,iried tube. 
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APPENDICES 



Tumber of run i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Heat flux, Btu/hr 1E73 2630 3630 4210 7670 9820 3400 4770 6615 8008 3252 4916 6203 

Average between 
and bottom 

Surf temperature 36.5 38.1 37.2 39.7 45.4 48.3 40.947.3 50.4 52,5 49.6 51.5 52.3 
.1 

L1 j- 

Surface temperature 33.2' 35.1 32.6 36.4 37.5 40.4 39.0 41.6 43.3 45,3 45,1 45.9 45.9 
.- o 

Surface temperature 32.4 33.7 30.5 35.1 31.4 34.3 36.7 38.0 38.6 40.4 42.6 42.7 42.6 
t.?, 0F 

Surae temperature 32.1 33.1 30.3 34.4 29.8 31.1 35.9 36.8 37.1 38.8 42.0 41.9 41.5 
t11, 0F 

Animonia temperature 30.8 31.8 28.8 32.3 28.8 30.0 34.5 35.8 36.1 37.6 41.1 41.0 40.5 
.. °F t 

Outside temperaure 2.91 3.53 4.02 4.22 5.60 6.13 3.72 4.31 5.06 5.44 3.30 3.90 4.38 
difference, to 

Film coefficien 316 373 463 518 757 922 468 587 713 828 510 684 788 
Ptu/hr-°F-ft' 

Inside temperature 2.67 3.17 3.53 3.66 4.56 4.82 3.27 3.66 4.18 4.36 2.87 3.26 3.54 
difference, A t1 

Top 

Surface temperature 38.1 39.6 38.5 40.9 47.1 52.6 42.8 50.6 52.9 55.1 51.2 53.8 54.7 
t1, 0F 

Surface temperature 32.2 34.3 30.4 35.4 30.1 31.3 36.3 37.0 37.3 39.2 42.2 42.1 41.8 
4. Ori 
L4 i 

Film coefficient 253 274 406 393 642 747 429 451 598 660 403 524 615 
tu/hr- °F-f t 

Inside temperature 3.37 4.31 4.02 4.82 5.38 5.92 3.67 4.76 4.98 5.46 3.53 4.23 4.54 
difference, At 

çJ 
(o 

Appendix I. table of data 
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Appendix II 

Sarp1e of caictiations 

In eguation (io) the constants are: 

k 34.9 Btu-ft/hr-°F-ft2 for wrought iron (Li, 3FJi) 

i = JI. feet 

r1 0.0309 feet 

r0 0.0437 feet 

Ihc : flux q is found from the relationship: 

ci = V(ta _ tb) 

w = water rate in ibs/hor 

ta temperature of water entering the evaporator 

tb temperaturF of water aeaving the evaporator 

test .LWi number it is foind: 

= 739 lbs/hour 

ta:: 39.9 °F. 

4- ot 
b 

L)).LI i 

ç = 739(39.9 - 35) = 33o Btu/hour 

ri çOt tl= 31 . 

t.:: 30.3 °F. 

t = 23.8 °F. 

From equation (10): 

in 0.0437 
t - ti = 3630 0.0309 0.49 
o ZT134,9sll,5 



From ecuation (12): 

L 
to 

= 37.2-28.8 
= 4.02 

in 
30.3 - 28.8 

t1 = 4.02 - 0.49 3.53 

From equation (11): 

A = 2rr0.030711.5 2.22 ft2 

h = 3630 4$3 Btu/hr-°F-ft 
2.22 3.53 




